Let's Meet in Wonderland
During the pandemic, people are all experiencing FOGO (Fear of going out). There is a worldwide anxiety
about uncertainty of the outside real world: unknown objects, unknown human, unknown circumstances.
Under social distancing rules, we are even afraid of eye contact on the street.
When is your last time catching a glimpse of passing by beauty?
“Let’s Meet in Wonderland” is an installation to be put in the forest to encourage people going out to
experiencing surprising encounter of human and beautiful surreal nature. People stay at home,but we need
each other more than ever. Let’s Meet in Wonderland!
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Rencontrons-nous Au Pays des Merveilles

The installation uses 3 side mirror reflection to create a magical
world that visitors are seeing each other in the surreal scene. Illusionary scaled objects (rabbits, mushrooms, whales, starfish,
etc.) and colorful floral carpet are placed on the ground forming
this wonderland. Visitors are also camouflaged with the figure
of objects to be part of this scene. We also use trees and plants
to create natural social distance.
The installation itself has a monolithic look from the outside
that attracting people to come. It will certainly become a
hidden treasure among your tour in Grand-Métis.
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People stay at home,but we need each other more than ever.
Lets Meet in Wonderland!

Unroll Mirror Figure Illustration (above)
1. Each Side Three Pieces of Mirror
with painted illusionary creature figure

2. Wooden Framework
structural support for mirror

3. Flower Carpet
different species of flowers forming a colorful ground
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Axon (right)
1. Natural Social Distance
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clusters of trees / plants

2. Five Groups of People
enjoy simultaneously

3. Illusionary Scaled Objects
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